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World fairs around the globe hosted mock battles as 
entertainment for visitors throughout the fairs. these 
battles were between whites from the "wild west" or, 
more commonly, indian tribes. Sometime indian tribes 

were pitted against each other for fights. these 
battles were either representative of battles from the 

revolution, or side shows used to portray white 
superiority in battles where lands and/or tribes were 
conquered. in either case, the opponents were usually 

picked from tribes in the midway and then given 
weapons they did not know how to use. Therefore the 
opponents were already at a disadvantage, seeing as 
they didn't know how to use the weapons provided. 

these fights continued on for many years.



bows and arrows date 
back as far as 9000 BCE 
when they were used in 
battles in areas which 

are now a part of 
Denmark. other 

discoveries show that 
bows were discovered in 
Germany around 8000 
BCE.  originally, bows 
were made of animal 

tendon, horn or wood.

Archers back then were considered the snipers 
of today. archers were very important for 
battles. Archery started to become less 
prominent in the 1600's when gun powder 

became a popular weapon of choice for battles.



archery became a sport contested in the 1900 
olympics  in paris. at the time, only men were 

allowed to compete. this was at a time when the 
olympics were considered a side show to the 

world fairs. women were then allowed to compete 
in archery in 1904 and 1908. 



when archery 
was first 
contested, few 
rules were in 
place for the 
event. each 
competitor could 
bring his/her 
own bows and 
arrows. there 
was only 1 line 
from which the 
archers could 
shoot. after 
being contested 
in 1900, 1904, 
1908, and 1920, 
archery was not 
seen again until 
the 1972 
olympics. this 
was mainly due 
to the fact that 
there were no/
very few rules 
for the sport 
and this upset 
competitors and 
spectators alike. 
consequently, 
the sport was 
removed from 
the games until 
the olympic 
committee made 
a set of rules 
that everyone 
had to abide by.



arrows have 
changed 

dramatically 
throughout the 
years. as time 
goes on and 

new materials 
become readily 

available, 
advances are 

made to 
improve the 

accuracy and 
weight of 
archery 
arrows.

aluminum, 
carbon fiber and 
fiberglass 
arrows did not 
come about until 
1939. these 
materials make 
the arrows 
lighter and they 
have straighter 
trajectories and 
therefore 
accuracy than 
wooden arrows.

In the very 
beginning, 
arrows were 
made of animal 
horn or bones 
and wood. the 
arrowheads 
were often 
made of 
stones, animal 
bones, horns, 
or metal.

wooden arrows 
were the 
longest used 
type of arrow. 
they were 
poplar from 
the very 
beginning and 
weren't phased 
out until 
around 1939.



before concentric ring 
targets, archers would 
shoot into mounds of 
dirt that were flat on 
one side and sloped on 
the other. these hills 
were called butts. 
concentric ring circles 
can be dated back to 
1700's but some suspect 
they go back to the 
1400's. these targets 
were and still are made 
of coiled straw with 
cloth covers. points are 
based on the ring hit. 
targets today range 
from 2 to 4 feet in 
diameter based on the 
distance the shooter is 
from the target (60 to 
100 yards).



archery is the 3rd sport to allow women to compete in 
the 1904 olympics. the only sports to allow women to 
compete before archery were tennis and golf in 1900. 
although women were only allowed to participate in 1 
event for archery in 1904, this lead the way for more 
sports to allow women. the number of women in the 
olympics has steadily increased through the years. In 
1984 olympics in Los Angeles, women made up 23% of 
competitors compared to the 2012 olympics in London 
where women made up 44% of the competitors.



archery also helped to bridge the 
gap between races at the olympics. 
Initially, other races were allowed 
to participate in the olympics in 
order to prove "white Superiority" 
but after the 'Anthropology Days' 
in the 1904 St. Louis World Fair, 
other races competing in sports 
became more commonplace.



archery also played a role in 
society for both men and 
women. In greek mythology, 
men used bows and arrows to 
show their masculinity and 
prove that they were a good 
suitor. As for women, archery 
was used for women to show 
off their feminine form 
especially in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. Archery was 
considered an upperclass 
pastime. men and women joined 
archery societies and attended 
fancy dinners where archery 
was the highlight of the 
Evening. archery events often 
lead to flirtation and romance 
between archer and suitor. 
Archery was still very popular 
in England at this time because 
it was still a required skill for 
royalty.



lately, archery has 
become very popular 
in TV shows and 
movies. Main 
characters of very 
popular movies/
shows such as The 
Hunger Games and The 
Avengers are in fact 
archers. Archery is 
being revitalized as a 
sport and is making a 
come-back starting 
with TV shows. There 
are also more movies 
coming out in the 
next few years 
featuring archers as 
main characters. 



After the release of 
The Hunger Games, 

the increase in 
young female 

archers has been 
astonishing. This 

surge in popularity 
comes from girls 
under 20 but more 

specifically between 
the ages of 15 and 17. 

In the span of 2 
years from 2011 to 
2013, the number of 

views on the USA 
Archery website 

doubled from 14,277 
to 30,585. Even 

Archery USA 
membership has 

doubled in the past 2 
years. 



today's Archery Community can 
be easily connected back to the 
1904 World Fair in St. Louis 
along with the mock battles 
preformed there. Archery was 
once very popular when it was 
being used in battle and also in 
upperclass societies in the 16th 
and 17th century, but it is now 
making a come back. Soon young 
girls and boys around the globe 
will be picking up bows and 
arrows to join their favorite 
characters from TV shows and 
movies; May the odds be even in 
your favor!
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